
Former French President Says Putin Is ‘Radically Rational’ Not Mad

Description

The Russian President Vladimir Putin is not insane but “radically rational”, according to former 
French President François Hollande.

While many have tried to paint the Russian leader as a madman since Moscow seriously escalated its
military activity in Ukraine, Holland instead describes him as a leader who is “radically rational”.

He also believes that Putin is betting that Western countries will grow tired of backing Ukraine and
agree a negotiated end to the conflict that will be favorable to Russia

Breitbart reports: According to a report by POLITICO, Hollande does not seem to believe insanity has
anything to do with Putin’s decision-making, with the Socialist Party grandee instead painting a picture
of a leader concerned with the dynamics of political, social and military power.

“He is a radically rational person, or a rationally radical person, as you like,” the former French
President — who repeatedly led negotiations with Putin during his time in office — said of the Russian
leader.

“He’s got his own reasoning and within that framework, he’s ready to use force,” Hollande explained.

“He’s only able to understand the [power] dynamic that we’re able to set up against him.”

Such claims stand in stark contrast with those made by others in the West, with many senior politicians
repeatedly questioning how rational Vladimir Putin really is, and even whether he is the one making the
key decisions in the Kremlin.

For instance, while speaking at the globalist World Economic Forum (WEF) conference in Davos,
Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky publicly questioned whether Putin was really “alive”, saying
that he was not sure whether the Russian head of state was actually the one making the decisions or
was just an individual who “sometimes appears against a green screen”.
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The aforementioned Boris Johnson has also previously questioned Putin’s rationality in invading
Ukraine in a more comical manner, suggesting that the decision to send troops into the nation could
have been inspired by some inherent flaw in the Russian leader as a man.

“If you want a perfect example of toxic masculinity, it’s what [Vladimir Putin is] doing in Ukraine,”
Johnson previously declared regarding the invasion.

However, while Hollande seems to be in complete disagreement with such figures on the rationality of
Putin, he does seem to agree on the prevailing approach to him, claiming that there would be very little
point in engaging the Kremlin in dialogue at this point in time.

According to the former French president, the question of how much utility dialogue has in currently
ending this conflict has “unfortunately” already been “settled” by previous attempts, with previous talks
— in his view — only providing the benefit of depriving Russia of “any arguments or pretexts”.

Hollande also appeared to warn against Western overconfidence in relation to the war, saying that the
idea that political power in the European Union was moving east to more pro-intervention nations like
Poland was an illusion, and that the bloc was still overly reliant on the United States for its defence.
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https://www.politico.eu/article/vladimir-putin-not-mad-just-radically-rational-says-former-french-president-francois-hollande-ukraine-war/

